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Pro Android 5Apress, 2015

	Pro Android 5 shows you how to build real-world and fun mobile apps using the Android 5 SDK. This book updates the best-selling Pro Android and covers everything from the fundamentals of building apps for smartphones, tablets, and embedded devices to advanced concepts such as custom components, multi-tasking,...
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Ultra-Low Energy Wireless Sensor Networks in Practice: Theory, Realization and DeploymentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Finally a book on Wireless Sensor Networks that covers real world applications and contains practical advice!    

    Kuorilehto et al. have written the first  practical guide to wireless sensor networks. The authors draw on their experience in the development and field-testing of autonomous wireless sensor...
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The Hammer of Witches: A Complete Translation of the Malleus MaleficarumCambridge University Press, 2009
The Malleus Maleficarum, first published in 1486-7, is the standard medieval text on witchcraft and it remained in print throughout the early modern period. Its descriptions of the evil acts of witches and the ways to exterminate them continue to contribute to our knowledge of early modern law, religion and society. Mackay's highly acclaimed...
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Fermilab: Physics, the Frontier, and MegascienceUniversity of Chicago Press, 2008

	
		Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, located in the western suburbs of Chicago, has stood at the frontier of high-energy physics for nearly forty years. Since 1972, when the laboratory’s original particle accelerator began producing the world’s highest-energy protons for research, the government-supported scientific...
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Management (with InfoTrac 1-Semester Printed Access Card)South-Western College, 2006

	MANAGEMENT, 4th edition by Chuck Williams presents management theory and applications in an engaging narrative style that students will find both enjoyable and illuminating. Williams focuses on the most important management theories and concepts, enhancing and illustrating them with detailed examples and stories that pull students into the...
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Problems in Real Analysis, Second EditionAcademic Press, 1998

	This book contains complete solutions to the 609 problems in the third edition

	of Principles of Real Analysis, Academic Press, 1998. The problems have been

	spread over forty sections which follow the format of the book.





	All solutions are based on the material covered in the text with frequent refer

	ences to the...
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Appreneur: Secrets to Success in the App StoreApress, 2013

	You are interested in making an app. You have read all of the stories of successful developers and appreneurs. You are determined to get a piece of the pie. The world of apps is the fastest growing market in the world today, and it is here to stay. The best part is you can get in on it! Now what if I told you that without the knowledge...
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Introducing Data Science: Big Data, Machine Learning, and more, using Python toolsManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Introducing Data Science teaches you how to accomplish the fundamental tasks that occupy data scientists. Using the Python language and common Python libraries, you'll experience firsthand the challenges of dealing with data at scale and gain a solid foundation in data science.

	...
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Emerging Wireless Multimedia: Services and TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The provision of IP-based multimedia services is one of the most exiting and challenging aspects of next generation wireless networks. A significant evolution has been underway for enabling such multimedia services and for ultimately migrating the Internet to the wireless world. This book examines this evolution, looking at an array of the most...
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Java Design Patterns: A TutorialAddison Wesley, 2000

	Design patterns have become a staple of object-oriented design and programming by providing elegant, easy-to-reuse, and maintainable solutions to commonly encountered programming challenges. However, many busy Java programmers have yet to learn about design patterns and incorporate this powerful technology into their work.

...
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Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET (White Book)Sams Publishing, 2001
Building Distributed Applications with Visual Basic.NET provides corporate developers with the .NET Framework techniques necessary to build distributed and reusable business systems in VB.NET. Covered topics include: VB.NET and the .NET Framework architecture and language concepts; building distributed applications with VB.NET using...
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Mathematics of Choice: Or, How to Count Without Counting (New Mathematical Library)Mathematical Association of America, 1975
This book is one of a series written by professional mathematicians in order to make some important mathematical ideas interesting and understandable to a large audience of high school students and laymen. Most of the volumes in the New Mathematical Library cover topics not usually included in the high school curriculum; they vary in diffioulty,...
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